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ccwe USE

WOOL BILL

WILL BE IDENTICAL WITH

BODIES OF MEN
DID SOLDIERS
INSULT DELEGATES CHOSEN;
EARNEST SPEECHES
DROWNE IN MINED
.
DELIUERED
ARE RECOVERED
AMERICAN WOMEN
Pittsburg, July 2G. Western Pennsylvania is recovering slowly from

the effect of Wednesday's flood which
It will be
visited the coke regions.
more than a month before any effective effort can be made to reach the
in
bodies of the 35 men drowned
Superba mine near Vniontown for it
will take time to pump the mine dry
PASSAGE EY THE SENATE OF LA FOLLETTE'S
MEASURE
UNEXPECTED
according to an estimate by general
BRINGS ABOUT REMARKABLE SITUATION WHEREBY AGREEMENT CAN foreman Buttermore today. The 'washouts on railroads in that section are
BE REACHED WITH THE HOUSE ON BIG REDUCTION IN TARIFF
PLANK being rapidly repaired and all traiiic
may be resumed early next week.
ON FLEECE
at
A relief committee,
organized
I'nioutown, is caring for the families
made destitute.

PRESIDENT
AGAINST

ONE TAFT VETOED BEFORE

'

CONCLUSIONS OF TARlFlF BOARD

ARE

TAFT HEARS
REGULARS

GUARDSMEN
ORDERS

GRAVE
AND

AT CAM?

The delegates who are to attend the
progressive convention at Albuquerque July 29, representing the county
of Santa Fe were changed to a slight
extent at the late session of the meetThe deleing held here yesterday.
gates who will go are as follows: M.
A. Otero, Hronson M. Cutting, Uturdo
Borrego, G. W. Pritchard, Nicolas
Montoya, Fritz Muller, J. M. Gonzales,
Charles Syringo.
The meeting, railed to order after
the recess, was well attended and the
interest manifested was great.
The meeting did not take up the
matter of appointment of committees
for county or precinct, deeming it wise
to leave that for the county convention to be held later.
z
During the meeting Herculano
of Rio Arriba, and a prominent
democrat in that county delivered a
very interesting speech on the poMcy
Mr. Marof the progressive party.
tinez is doing some earnest work in
Rio Arriba and declares that the movement is growing rapidly.
He was followed by Urtodo Borrego, who spoke with much earnestness,
by Governor Otero and others.

CHARGES
NATIONAL
AND

DOUGLAS

AN INVESTIGATION

of
ordered a
conditions
Wisconsin,
by some
maneuvers
have been
engaged in drunken brawls in Douglas
and that women have been insulted
and attacked by the soldiers.
j
General Ramsey D. Potts, command-;er of the central division, embracing
;the regular army troops in nineteen
states, upon hearing of the report, telegraphed to Major Carl B. Reichmann,
chief umpire in charge of the
ordering him to ascertain ttw
truth of the charges and the extent
to which the regulars were involved. 1
Chicago,

Officials

July 2C

111.,

the war department today
searching investigation of
existing at Camp Douglas.
where it has been charged
spectators of the army
that soldiers and militia

J

COUNCILMEN

WERE

GRAFTERS.

'BASIS FOR REDUCTION THIS TIME

Detroit, Mich , July 25. Warrants
were issued this afternoon for the
arrest of seven members of the comwool wastes at 29 per cent; combed mon council of Detroit and charges of
wool at 32 per cent; yarn at 35 per accepting bribes for their votes and
cent; ready made clohting at 49 per influence in passing of a measure afcent.
fecting city property recently transIt will depend largely on the char- ferred to a railroad, preferred.
It is
acter of the conference committee, alleged that ?37,000 passed in bribes. GRAIN GRADING BILL
IS FAVORABLY REPORTED.
named by the senate, whether a comD. C, July 2G. Senator
Washington,
promise similar to that will be quickto provide for the
bill
McCumber's
Last rear republican THE DAY IN CONGRESS
ly effected.
inspection and grading of graii! enter-- i
furto
refused
leaders
have anything
ing into interstate commerce and to
ther to do with the bill after it pas
SENATE.
secure uniformity in standards and
sed the senate; named Senators La
Convened at noon.
'classification was today favorably re-- '
to
on
Fol'ette, republican, and Bailey and
Adopted joint resolution
ported by the senate committee
Simmons, democrats, as the conferees V support house excise tax bill, as
agriculture.
to act with Representatives UnderThe bill provides for the establish
against the Borah income tax
V bill, introduced as an amend- wood, Ransdell and Harrison.
ment of a grain inspection and grad-- :t
Should the republican senate leadment.
ing bureau in the department of agri-ers determine to hold control of the
culture and would require the secre-- j
Agreed to conference report on
conference this time by naming two
naval appropriation bill with ex- tary to determine and fix classifiescorn,!
flax,
of
wheat,
one
and
and
tions
grades
democrat, V ception of battleship and torpedo
regular republicans
the perfection of a wool bill in conboat provisions which house in- ,rye, oats, barley and other grains
'such as in his judgment the usages of
ference might be delayed.
sisted should be eliminated and
trade may warrant and permit.
Chairman Underwood also sees a
confersent it back for further
chance for the cotton revision at this
ence.
session of congress.
MINER SHOT 5Y SOLDIER.
HOUSE.
"I am going to call the ways and
Convened at noon.
means committeeto consider the adCharlestown, W. Va., July 26 One
Resumed consideration of the
miner was killed today in a skirmish
visability of calling up our cotton
general deficiency bill.
con- bill," he said.
between strikers and armed guards at
Territories committee
"Now that the Senate has shown
the Paint Creek collieries. Governor
sidered Alaskan legislative as- a disposition to enact some legislaGlasscock this afternoon telegraphed
sembly bill passed by the sen- tion giving the people tariff reilef, we
to the camp calling the second battal-lioate.
to strike duty at the collieries.
might as well take up cotton.
When
the LaFollette wool bill
reached the house today, majority
leader Underwood demanded that it
be sent to conference and the senate
amendment be disagreed to. Representative Payne of New York, republican, objected. Accordingly the naming of the conferees was put over
Democratic leaders believe they will
until tomorrow.
Washington, D. C, July 26 Demobe
deable, with the aid of the progres
in
senators
".aucus
today
cratic
to pass a compromise
sugar
termined to support the house excise sives,
'
test against the treatment accorded tax bill, virtually levying an income tariff bill, probably that by Senator
Bristow, taking at least forty or fifty
the Japanese residents of Madera has tax on all persons and
'cents per 100 pounds off the present
been filed with the Japanese minister
more
of
than
business
doing
at Mexico City by M. Fugitti, Japan- $5,000 a year and to reject the Borah duty of $1.90 on sugar.
ese jefe at this place. Japanese mer- income tax bill offered as an amendSenator Smith of Georgia, making
chants and farmers in and near Ma- ment. There was some opposition to the opening speech for the bill, said
dera have been heavy losers since the his course.
he favored an income tax but could
rebels came. One Japanese farmer
rot agree to substitute an income tax
to
were
leaders
puzzled
for the measure the house has pas-- i
places Bis losses on stock alone at Republican
bealliance
new
far
how
the
sed.
thirty thousand pesos and on growing estimate
tween the democrats and progressives
crops fifty thousand.
Senator Borah, who had introduced
on the excise
action
in
wou'd
the
go
The Japanese say they hope their
a i, income tax bilL asked for i's readand
on
voted
to
tax
be
today
bill,
protest will cause the Japanese goving but not immediate consideration.
ernment representations to the U. S. the democratic free sugar bill tomor- He indicated he would offer it as an
which will result in American inter- row.
amendment to the house bill later.
The income tax has many supportvention to stop the outrages.
The democratic senators passed a
Juarez, Mex., July 26. General Or- ers in the caucus, among democrats resolution at their caucus saying
ozco this afternoon denounced as un- who did not want to be compelled to that while favoring an income tax,
authorized the demand which was vote against a principle they endors- they realized that with the pending
In the hope, however, that the amendment to the constitution
made upon the Madera company for ed.
ai
$100,000 gold with a threat to destroy progressives again could be held in thorized, such a tax now requiring
the Mexico Northwestern railroad if line and the excise bill passed, it was the favorable vote of only two states,
it was unpaid.
decided to vote against amendments. it was preferable to support the bill
Orozco declares the demand
was ' Of greater significance, however, for an excise tax, which, with the e
not authorized by him and that he was a tentative understanding reach- isting corporation tax would raise
will not permit the wanton destruction ed as to the course to be pursued in approximately an eciuivalent amount
of the railroad.
of revenue.
the sugar tariff fight.
The rebel forces at Madera have
been reduced to 250 men.
El Paso, Texas, July 26. Genera!
Pascual Orozco declared today he
has no idea of ahvndoning the state
of Chihuahua.
He said he will leave
several thousand men in Chihuahua
to carry on a guerilla warfare.
Orozco says he does 'tot expect a battle
with the federals at any time soon.
The skirmish near Ojitos several
days ago, in which federals under
General Blanco were repu'sed by a
rebel van guard under Major Casarus
showed, said Orozco, that the federals are not ready to put up a strong
OF
fight.
Colonel Alfonso, with seven hundred
men is now in command at Madera
and no further disorder has occurred.
El Paso, Texas, July 26. As a re1
sult of the conference of rebel generals, Orozco, Salazar and Caraveo in
Juarez today, it is claimed a demand
for $100,000 gold has been made by
the rebels of the Mexico Northwestern railroad. Unless this sum is paid,
it is said the entire road from Juarez
to Casas Grandes will be destroyed.
Officials of the road ihave been in
communication
with
the Madera
headquarters but will not say the demand has been made. The Mexico
Northwestern Is owned by the Pear-

d

MANY CHANGES
BY OFFICERS
Laramie,

j

'

n

EXCISE BILL TO BE PUT
THROUGH BY COMBINATION

1

LOTS OF GENERALS
BUT SHORTAGE
MEN

j

:

UNLESS GENERAL 0R0ZC0 EVACUATES
JUAREZ

SOON,

HE

WILL

HAVE

NOTHING TO TAKE WITH HIM BUT
ONE PRIVATE ANO STAFF

Juarez, Mex., July 26. The rebel
commanders and a generous sprinkling of colonels here today find themselves with an immediate command of
Pascual
enly three hundred men.
Orozco, commander-in-chie- f
of the
Mexican revolutionists, is cronfronted
with a curious problem. If he does
not hasten his long delayed evacuation of the border city, he may be
able to evacuate with no other than
himself and staff officers. His army
here Is dwindling
rapidly. Orozco
has an army, but it Is scattered over
iioithern Chihuahua and eastern Sonera. A condition responsible for the
situation here is that more men have
been sent out of Juarez than originally planned and besides, there is a
steady desertion of soldiers who lay
aside the rifle to accept a section
hand's shovel on an American railway.
Since the coming of the rebel army
to the border deserters (have continued to flock into the United States
to be recruited rapidly by employment agencies.
The federal army, which three
times has defeated the rebel forces,
is approaching slowly from the south
and the rebel bands are hurrying on
to the newly planned campaign in
Sonora.
Madera, Chihuahua, Mex., July 26.
Several small bands of federals are
reported at Namiquipa and Baclilniva,
35 miles from the Mexico Northwestern railroad, and seventy miles from
Madera. These are some of the federals who are being sent westward
from the city of Chihuahua,
to disperse the rebels now congregated at
Madera and vicinity preparatory to
marching into Sonora.
The rebels have been cnllee.tine all
their artillery at Pearson, where they
have been making repairs
at the
machine shops of the Pearson Lura- oer Company, an English concern,
directed by Dr. F. S. Pearson, of New
York. The repairs having been made
the artillery has hen ntnrted west
ward for the Sonora campaign. Eighteen wagonloads of artillery and ammunition was sent with the guns. Besides their field pieces, the exact number of which has been concealed, the
rebels have a number of machine
guns, but they are known at the present time to be short of ammunition
for these.
Madera, Chih., Mex., July 26. A. pro

20.

Many of

preparing to leave. Major Lee will
attend the war college at Washington, Captain Kitts to become a paymaster at San Antonio for the troops
along the Mexican border, Lieutenants Black and Van Horn will attend
the signal school and Captain Meyer
will go to the military school at Fort
Leavenworth.
General Smith leaves today for New
York to take command of one of the
divisions under General Bliss who
will be in command of an army of
will
20,000 men. Colonel Williams
command at Fort Russell and Colonel
Pickering will be in command of the
Eleventh infantry.
The Colorado national guard, twelve
companies strong, broke camp this
morning and will entrain here tomorrow morning for their several posts,
being succeeded on Sunday by the
and Wyoming
Nebraska
national
guards. Major A. E. Lane of this
of the
city, in command
hospital
corps, will report to the commanding
officer of Company K, Wyoming na-- !
tional guard. Major R. B. West of
Basin, will command the first batof
Cavender
talion, Major Joseph
Cody, the second and Major Alfred
N. Beach of New Castle the third.

I

OF

Wyo., July

the officers of the Eleventh infantry,
now encamped at Pole Mountain, are

'

'

HARRY THAW MUST STAY

AT MATTEWAN DECLARES

PI
TO

RELEASE

SLAYER

OF

AND

YOUTH

TESTIMONY

i

son interests.

IN DENYING WRITCF

RELEASE-GIL-

DED

SULZER WANTS
A WARSHIP
Washington, D. C, July 26. Chairman Sulzer of the house committee
on foreign affairs, has written Chairman Burleson, of the house democratic caucus declaring his intention
reto vote for a battleship program
gardless of the caucus which declared for no ships this year.
"I told Mr. Burleson that whenever
my vote is directed by patriotic motives I will not be bound by a scant
said Mr.
majority in the caucus,"
Sulzer today.
Mr. Sulzer has declared 25 or "0
democrats who participated in the
last caucus were ready to vote for
one or more battleships.
"If enough republicans support the
it
senate program we can pass
through the house," said Mr. Sulzer.
He is now circulating a petition for
another caucus.
in general
The caucus endorsed
terms, a sugar bil which Senator
Williams later presented to the senate as a substitute to be voted on tomorrow. It would make a reduction
of 33
per cent on refined and unrefined sugar, a reduction of 40 per
cent on molasses
and abolish the
Dutch standard test and the differentials in duty now existing.

when I decide the single question presented for decision, namely: "Is Harry
K. Thaw at present sane or insane,
and would his release be dangerous
to the public peace and safety?
"Having listened to all the testimony, I am of the opinion that Harry
K. Thaw is still insane and that his
discharge would be dangerous to the
public peace and safety."
The writ of habeas corpus upon
which Thaw retained his temporary
release from the Matteawan state hospital is dismissed and the court orders that Thaw be returned to the
custody of the superintendent of that

institution.

Thaw procured a copy of the decision shortly after it had been rendered. He read it only with seeming indifference.

EMPEROR

CRISIS

HAS BEEN REACHED

SUSPENSE
WHERE

EXISTS

PEOPLE

IN

AWAIT

AND

INTENSE

CAPITAL
NEWS

OF

CITY
HIS

Tokio, July 20. The suspense
in
the capital has been intense since the
regular bulletin issued at noon showed that the condition of the .t;in;ines
emperor had become wdrse. A bulletin issued at 8 o'clock in the evening
contained merely the words, "No
change'' and this only served to increase the feeling of anxiety.
It is plainly evident that his majesty's condition is extremely grave and
that the physicians are doing their utmost to sustain the remaining feeble)
spark of life.
HANNAN IS FORCED
At 10 o'clock today the great part
TO TELL OF COMBINE.
outside the entrances to the palace
grounds
remarkable
presented a
San Francisco,
Cal., July 26.
scene. Thousands of people were
Cross examination of Willao m?
gathered under the dwarf pine trees,
Cross examination of William H. Han-namany praying and all showing sorrowsecretary of the Spreckles Sugful anxiety.
ar corporations, was begun today in
Among the upper branches of the
the federal inquiry into the sugar
magnificent
pine trees surrounding
Wilson
trusts before special examiner
the palace, high above the outer park,
B. Brice.
paper lanterns, showing a recognition
Hannam, who has filled an uncomof the homage of the multitude, occafortable chair on the witness stan'l
TAFT IS TAKING CARE OF
sionally swung as if showing that the
inmost
for three days, has proved
NEW MEXICO BUNCH. X vital spark still lingered and conveyunder V Washington, D. C, July 26.
teresting in his revelations
ing a message of hope to the people.
the probing of James R. Knapp, assisPresident Taft today sent to the
St. Petersburg, July 26 The aggratant United States attorney in charge V senate nominations
of sixteen
vation of the condition of health of
inin
in
X the
of the investigation and
spite
postmasters, in New Mexico,
emperor of Japan has decided
to
the witness' apparent reluctance
eluding Robert W. Hopkins, at
Prince Taro Katsura, former premier
make positive repl's to many of the
of Japan, to return to Japan by way
Albuquerque, and Ignacio Lopez
at Las Vegas, and Arthur H.
questions put to him, further imof Moscow.
$t
Rockafellow, at Roswell.
He intends to leave St. Petersburg
portant disclosures are expected from
him today.
Sunday.

FELLOW

MURDERERS OF GAMBLER
CANNOT ESCAPE FROM
OFFICIAL DRAG NET.

CITIZENS

,

w$m" (A

.1 --

OF JAPAN IS

MUCH WORSE

I

Am

New York, July 20. The solution
the intricate plot that brought the
gambler, Herman Rosenthal, to his
death that tie might not tell more
secrets of the relations between the
police and gamblers, is near at hand.
That is the belief today of Deputy
Police Commissioner Dougherty who
prepared to give the "third degree''
tc Frank Cirofici who, the commissioner says is "Dago Frank" one of
the slayers of Rosenthal.
The confession of William Shapiro,
the chauffeur of the "murder car,"
has supplied Commissioner Dougherty
and District Attorney Whitman with
many missing pieces of evidence.
Commenting on the progress made,
Mr. Whitman said: "I am certain now
that every man that had part in the
slaughter of Herman Rosenthal will
be brought to justice."
The public prosecutor says he has
smashed the alibis of "Black Jack
Rose, of Bridgie Weber and of Harry,
Vallon.
Lieutenant Costiguon, in the presWaldo
ence of Police Commissioner
publicly denied he had made statements to the grand jury that gambling houses could not remain open
without police protection and that the
ganibling squad only took orders from
Commissioner Waldo.
of

V
-

20!,?';?SN:.NS.

WILL BE SOLEMNLY NOTIFIED

j

Public Prosecutor Declares He Has
Smashed the Alibis of Black Jack
Rose and Other Notorious Crooks.

FOREST

CANDIDATES

TO

SO FAR AS LAW IS CONCERNED

White Plains, N. Y., July 2C Harry K. Thaw, in the eyes of the law,
still is insane and will remain in tne
asylum where he was placed on February 1, 1!)0S, after he had U.lled Stanford White.
Justice Iveogh of the supreme court
today denied Thaw's application for
freedom. The court took the ground
that Thaw's release would be dangerous to public safety.
"The present writ was obtained,"
said Judge Kcogh, "on the ground that
Thaw now is sane and the question oi
his present sanity or insanity was
the subject of an inquiry occupying
eighteen days, during which foe had
the aid of the most able and faithful
counsel.
"My whole duty is fully performed

MEAT TRUST SUBMITS
PLANS OF DISSOLUTION.

THE PRESIDENTIAL

DANGEROUS

FOR FREEDOM IS THE FINAL VERDICT

'

Washington, D. C, uly 26. Details
of the plan of the meat packers for
dissolution of the National Packing
Company, were presented to Attorney
General Wickersham today by James
H. Wilkerson, United States attorney
at Chicago. The department of Justice is not yet prepared to say if the
plan is satisfactory.
Ralph Crews, counsel for the packers, assured the attorney general
that the assets of the company have
been actually divided among the Swift,
Morris and Armour Interests.

WOULD BE

ENTIRELY AGAINST PLEA

CONFIDENCE AND ESTEEM

i

WHITE

KEOGH

IS STILL INSANE

TfiuLY Surprised and profoundly grat- FlED BY THIS SUPERLATIVE DEMONSTRATION
YOUR

STANFORD

PUBLIC SAFETY SAYS JUSTICE

SO SUDDEN!!

FRIENDS

YORK HIGH COURT

Mar-t:ne-

men-euver-

New York, July 2C. The senate's
'
upexpected passage of the LaFollette
a
situation
bill
upon
wool
presents
which house major'ty leader TJnder-"woothinks the two branches of
congress can agree.
he
Mr.. Underwood today said
thought there would be little difficulty
ii reaching a compromise. In this
case a bill almost identical with the
one President Taft vetoed on August
ill go to the
17, 1911, probably
"White House within a few weeks.
The former bill was vetoed on the
grounds that the tariff board had not
of
reported on its investigations
Schedule "K". Both houses say the
LaFollette bill fol'ows the conclusions of the board quite closely.
The
essential points of the LaFollette bill
and the house bill are.
Raw wool: LaFollette bill 10 to Da
per cent; house bill! 20 per cent.
Wool wastes and rags: LaFollette
bill 25 to 30 per cent; house bill 20
per cent.
Combed wool or tops: LaFollette
bill 40 per cent; house bill 25 per
cent.
Yarns: LaFo'lette bill 45 per cent;
house bill 30 per cent
Clothes, ready made clothing, knit
fabrics, women's dress goods, etc.:
LaFollette bill 55 per cent; house bill
25 to 50 per cent.
Carpets: LaFollette bill 35 per cent;
house bill 25 to 50 pel cent.
These are the more stricking comWhen the house and senparisons.
ate conferences reached a compromise a year ago, the raw wool duty
was compromised
at 29 per cent;

NO. 140

OF THEIR NOMINATION IN A F EW DAYS.

FIRES

IN

ALASKA.

Skagway, Alaska, July 26. Forest
fires are still waging near here and a
high wind Is spreading the flames.
The loss of timber 's very large.
Korn Castle, a famous tourist resort on the mountainside, 1500 teet
above Skagway, was destroyed by
fire yesterday but Skagway is not in.
danger.

v
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OF LIVING
IS REAL ISSUE TODAy

New Tuberculosis Remedy
Based on Medicine
To sny that a specific exists for the
cure of Consumption is perhaps too strong
a stiitfineiit, hut in Ufkmun's Alterutive
we have a int'dirine
h:tt 1ms been the
men :
of m v in;: many it
f , to yea rs
of usefulness, and in permanently curing
a lartrt numher of '!isiiinittms.
Certainly a person afflicted with a wastfed with
ing disease should lie well
frewholesome,
hut
fooil,
nourishing
quently raw ei'irs in quantities cause n
food
no
digestive breakdown, and thn
nourishes. As lor milk, a very pood food
for many, but a producer of biliousness
for some.
Any diet that keeps a Consumptive well
nourished is the right one, hut what is
going to cure the patient ? Kckman's A!
terative has cured and is curing many
a ease of Consumption.
Let those speak
who know.
Here is a specimen:
!nt Savannah St.. Kochester, N. Y.
On June ;i. 1!7. I was
"Gentlemen:
operated upon for Tubercular peritoniRochester.
tis, lit PI. Mary's Hospital.
N. Y.
After the operation my physician
I
was then
gave me up as hopeless.
urged by a priest to take Eckman s Alterative, which 1 did.
My weight at the
time was 72 lbs. I began to improve and
steadily Rained in health and strength.
I now
weili "2t lbs., and am absolutely
cured.
Helieving I owe it to mysvlf and
others I make. thi statement."
K T N A KINZKR.
(Signed Affidavit!
Eckman's Alterative is effective in Hron-chitiAsthma, Hay Fever; Throat and
Lung Troubles, and in upbuilding the
system. I'ocs not contain poisons, opiates
or
drugs. Ask for booklet
of cured cases and write to Eekman
Laboratory, Philadelphia. I'a., for metre
I'or sale by all leading druggists and
jy Zook's Parmacy, Santa Fe.

bread and soldiers.
(Philadelphia Xorth American)
When Theodore Roosevelt said a
Granting the unlikelihood of such a
few weeks ago that the cost of living catastrophe as that which befell the
would be an Important factor in the Roman empire overtaking
modern
campaign of the new Progressive civilization, Doctor Ferrero says, it is
party, he was merely expressing ihis not because the germs of the disease
usual intuitive understanding of the which destroyed the ancient world do
not exist in ours.
needs of the people.
He continues:
the
The biggest question before
Many symptoms prove this to us.
nation today is the cost of living, and Among them I may mention one, the
almost every other uestion in public gravest and most noticeable, the best
life is important chiefly as it bears known and most felt by everyone,
even though few have yet seen in it
on the overshadowing problem.
Reduce all economic
Issues, and the analogy and a resemblance to the
they will be found to arise from the historical disaster that befell the Rocost of living.
Empires have been man empire the increased cost of
wrecked on this question. Kingdoms Living.
From one end of Europe and Amerhave been overthrown by it.
1
Theodore Roosevelt has read his- ica to the other this is the universal
VM
3ML
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
He understands it as few men lament of men and women who must
tory.
WITH
of his time and toe has the rare gift live in cities. Rents, bread, milk,
ALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
of applying its lessons to the needs meat, vegetables, eggs, clothes evGovernments
erything costs more.
jof our own day.
with are besieged with requests,
As president, he grappled
threats,
many problems, but nearly every one prayers to provide for the case, but
with (they do not know how.
of
those notably associated
In no country is this condition more
Roosevelt in the public mind had a
WE SOCK THE KNIFE IN TO PRICES ON HARDWARE. .A BIG
His'aparent than in the United States,
bearing on the cost of living.
BUSINESS AT LITTLE PRICES I SOUR WAY OF DOING BUSIlong fight for railroad regulation was What nation
might more easily erate that there is not even the smalborne along by the marvelous lest foundation of
ultimately to relieve the people of
any kind, sort or
NESS.
abundance of its resources!
orbitant transportation charges.
description fo these stories that I
His monumental plan for conserva-- j
Moreover, in no country of Europe have been under the influence of
WE ARE NOT AFRAID THAT OUR BUSINESS IS SOON
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
tion of natural resources was exclu-- : are the wails over costliness so loud
all the thirty-fivliquor
during
years
GOING TO BLOW OU. WE ARE HERE TO STAY, BY CARRYING
sively for reducing the cost, of living, and so common as in the United since I became of
ALFALF A SEED. All kinds of
age on any single
flowers, farden & field seeds in bulk and packages not only to the present generation, but States. Why?
Because in America
I
THE PEOPLE WANT AND BY DOING A SQUARE
am
WHAT
even
that
not
is
what
the disproportion between the prog- - occasion;
to those who are to come after.
known
as
a
commonly
moderate
work
The only exclusive
of
was
the
ress
But
another great
fields and that
there
of the
house in
Fe
drinker, for I never touch whiskey
begun by President Roosevelt, going cities, between that of industries and and
do not touch a dozen teaspoon-ful- s
Wood-Davi- s
deeper into the problem of t(he cost of that of agriculture, is still greater
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described now by this case almost never except
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Phone Black have mentioned.
tually been aborted, for it had1 just the greatest living historian with his medical purposes.
"The stories to which you refer are
begun to take form when Colonel ringer pointing to the most splendid
Roosevelt stepped out of the White civilization of the past destroyed by malicious inventions, without one parHouse, and his successor had absolu- - the high cost of living, Theodore ticle of truth, almost always started
tely no understanding of its meaning. Roosevelt, with his intuitive sense of by men of bad character, who in
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He did not kill it. He simply let it public need, sought to meet when he some way have been hurt by me. It
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die.
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Colonel Roosevelt, as a student of sion. Its immediate purpose was to man to assist in their circulation."
history, knew that whenever a civili- - find a way of making country life more
The letter from Doctor Abbot denyzation began to show overpowering attractive.
Its ultimate purpose was
the stories about Mr. Roosevelt
drift from the country to the cities to benefit the whole nation and to ing
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student avert grave dangers by checking the tor
for many years Mr.
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of economics he knew that the farmer high cost of living.
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
r4 Counselor at Law.
Attorney
rtooms
Cap;u.i Ofty Bank Building,
17-1- S

santa be.

Assistant District

New

Mexioi

Firs

Attorney,

J idicial District.

HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
.

Attorneys-at-Law-

Practice in the District Court an
well as before the Supreme Court oi
the State.
Las Cruces,

-

New Mexico

-

G. W. PRICHARD,

Attorney and Counsel. at Law.
Practice in all the District Court
and gives special attention to case
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin B,dg., Santa Fe, N. M.
HARRY

D.

MOULTON,

Attorney-at-Law-

.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
EASLEY & EA3LEY,
. Chas, R. Easley,
Chas. F. Easley,
Attorneys-at-Law-

,

Practice in the Courts and before
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estan-cia- ,
N. M.
H. L. ORTIZ,
.

and
Practicing before all the Courts
Counsellor-at-Law-

Attorney

....

the State.
Santa Fe,

in

New Mexico

McKEAN 4 oriEETHAM,
Law.
Atto rn ey
Practice in all the Courts and B
t-

fore the Interior Department.
-

Taos,

New Mexico.

-

C. W. G. WARD,

....

State District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Las Vegas,
New Mexico.
HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVt.v

TISE?

Readers 'or

Twelve Dollars.
We will place your
advertisement in 25 leading newspapers' Sur.
day issue, for $12 per insertion. Descriptive circular FREE.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
AGENCY,
Taos, New Mexico.
--

UME BROWN,
Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment.
DR. W.

STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence Washington.
Ave., next door to Public Library.
Office Hours 11 e. m. to 12:30 p. m
2 to 4 p. m. Evenings.
Phone Black 47.

DR.

J. M. DIAZ,

RESIDENCE,

(By J. F. Grubbs)
The first day of the eleventh An-- i
nual Convention of the State Sunday
School Association
closed Tuesday
night with a very able address on the
subject of "A Trained Workman," by
Dr. Franklin McElfresh, Chicago, 111.
The many points mde by the eminent speaker should be given here,
hut lack of space makes it we'l nigh
impossible, but we present the read- er with a few. The speaker referred
the methods adopted in the great
business concerns of the country that
are uniformly successful; these he re- garded as good criterions by which
lo be governed in our operation. Take
the railroad companies who employ
skilled workmen.
The lives of many
millions are entrusted to their care,
the great passenger and
merchant
marine, lines of communication of international exchange, as well as the
mining industries of the world. These
a'l require skilled workmen for their
successful management and operation
and yet tney are not free from acci- dent and disaster.
What would be
the result if unskilled workmen were
Two great points made
employed?
were, first: If skilled and efficient
workmen should be employed where
life and property of men and women
were at stake, how much more im- portant the task of training and car- ing for the intellectual and spiritual
welfare of helpless ones committed to
our care, and how much more import-- '
ant the employment of skilled teachers and workmen to control their desSecond: Skilled labor always
tiny.
commands the highest salary,
or
material
wage, when applied to
things; therefore, the skilled workmen who guide the destinies of young
and help'ess children should be proportionately greater, and the reward
o: those engaged in this work, as skil- ii u ui hmen, snouiu not oni oe com- puted in dollars and cents, but have
the
and support of all
who would improve the morals of our
citizenship.

JULY

DON CASPAR

AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 237 Black
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.

L. F. MURRAY, M. D.,
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,

Cation Block, Palace Ave., next
door to Wells Fargo Ex.

24, SECOND DAY.

Morning Exercises.
9:"0 a. m., conference.
"Teacher Training." Dr. McElfresh,
leader.
General discussion by teachers and superintendents of Sunday
schools. 9:45 a. m., reports of off8:

Tell your story to
2,000,000

0(1

to

appointment of committees;
president's message; annual roll call
hy counties. This feature showed a
decided
increase in
membership.
icers;

Schools organized and funds pledged
for the coming year. 10:45, address
by W. C. Merritt, subject, "Looking
Forward." This address prophesied a
great future in the Sunday school
work in New Mexico.
11:15, address, "Changing Perspectives," E. B. Cristy, Albuquerque.
Afternoon Session.
1:30 p. m. address, Judge W. H.
This address was
Pope, Santa Fe.
replete with numerous examples of
a higher and nobler life, as witnessed
for
by himself and strong appei's
enerous emulation.
2.00 p. m., address, Key. ( h::rs
Tlfv
Orcar Beckman, Albuqucqn 3.
lifckman showed how rift;-mirites
with the bible each day we live
would result in an accumulated fund
of valuable knowledge
that would
make us a strong and powerfji nation in every sense of the word.
2:30 p. m., "Echoes from San Francisco Convention."
Senator McCoy,
Mountainair.
Senator McCoy relat
ed many of the interesting events ci
ims
Bieai. convention oi iwo years
.
since and showed how they impres seu mm anu tne proDaoie enect on
DU66lcu ll c j,BDluIlll,
of doing what we could in a small way
for the accomplishment of things
tending to greatly benefit our own
state- -

PHONE 233.
3 p. m., address, "The Part Train-'ura- l
Residence Palace Hotel.
ing Classes Take Id Modern Organiza- Phone Main 68. tion," Dr. Franklin McElfresh,
Chi- In this address the doctor
It will not pay you to waste your showed
that modern organization
time writing out your legal formi needed the 'Untrained and
Training
when you can get them already print- Classes' as much as these classes did
ed at the New Mexican Printing
Company-

-

5.50

1UNT11.N.M.
SUMMER

Round Trip From

SCHOOL,

cHT MOUNTAIN AIR
the modern organization.
This was
followed with a general discussion of
methods Whirh Wern vprv incfrntivo
3:'i0 p. m., reports of committees.
On resolutions.
To the Xew Mexico
Sunday school convention, assembled
in the eleventh anual meeting: We,
.vo ir committee, submit the
following:
Be it resolved that we extend our
sense of indebtedness and appreciation to the International Sunday
School Association for the great as-tsistance rendered us in the work and
personalities of Drs. W. C. Merritt
and McElfresh, and to these brethren,
individually, for their efficient and
enthusiastic services and our love for
their spirit of Christian fellowship.
Be it further resolved,
thflt we
thank brother Fales. of the American
Sunday School Vnion, for his quiet
and heroic work among us; and be it
further resolved, that we show our
practical appreciation of our conven- tion officers for their unselfish faith- fulness without remuneration,
and
that our gratitude and good will be
made known to the following, viz:
The Santa Fe and Xew Mexico Cen- tral railroad for their liberal rates
and accommodations, to the New Mex- ican for the presence of its genial
and modest (?) representative, and
the space given in its columns, and
to the good people of Mountainair and
the Chatauqua association for cour- tesies shown and splendid music ren- dered.
Signed :
J. F. HEDGPETII,
C. O. BECK MAX.
A. E. P. ROBIXSOX,
A. L. FALES,
Committee.
We,
Ways and Means committee.
your committee on Ways and Means,
beg leave to submit the following rec- ommendation:
First, That the coun ty organizations be made permanent
within the coming year. Second,
That everv Sundnv school renrespnted
j
tlese C0;inty organizations be ask- ed for a definite contribution to the
'
state and county work, the minimum
:i
cents for each
being 2
rolled and
cents for each teacher
and officer, per year and as much
more as they feel able to give. Third,
That so far as It is in the power of
the executive officers that they furnish to the heads of departments such
supplies, in the way of literature,
stationery and postage as need he to
carry on their several lines of work.
Fourth, That a home and visitation
department be created, and that the
work of this, together with that of
adult and teacher training depart
ment be especially emphasized. Fifth
That the importance of decision day
in a'l schools be given special attention
Respectfully submitted,
Signed:
MRS. V. O. OLDHAM,
W. B. LAWSO.V,
G. C. BULLING TON,
E. J. JOHNSON,
Committee.
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$7.65
DATES OF SALE
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Points in New Mexico to
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H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
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When you buy a Burroughs
adding machine, you never
have any apologies to make
in the future, either to yourself or to others.
We make 86
different
models

all successes.
Let us show you the one
best suited to your work.

Burroughs

Adding Machine Co.

W. H. long,
P. O. Box 702,

Sales Manager.

El Paso, Texas.
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Ind.
.lulia A. Munford, Bridgeton, X. J.
Jlrs. M. X. Porter, Pueblo.
George W. Arm i jo. City.
A. ii. McGaffey, Albuquerque.
El'sworth Ingalls, Atchison, Kas.
T. .1. Scott, Las Vegas.
W. H. Sommers, Peoria, 111.
F mil k Getz, Monte. Vista, Colo.
F. V. Kimfert, St. Louis.
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SHOULD WOMEN WORKERS JOIN UNIONS

women must organize.
the "say-so,- "
(BY VIOLET L. PIKE.)
Woman's labor is worth, in her lines
(A rising woman labor leader.)
Small wages.
as; much as man's is in his lines, and
must be paid for at a corresponding
Long hours.
And the women's labor union
Ijack of "sayso."
late.
These are the three big factors is the one means for securing such
which are going to drive every wo- pay.
man worker in the United States into
"The long day" is another thing
the Eihelter of labor organizations
that women have got to fight,
organizations that, in general, will bo ting legislation is slow work.
formed exclusively of women
and women are going to organize and cut
which will not be affiliated with men's down the long day themselves.
organizations except that, in strikes,! In many factories girls work, in
they will unite for a common cause, rush season, twelve to fifteen hours a
As one eirl worker says: "This
Why has it become necessary fort day.
women to have exclusive unions
isn't work
it's just serving a life
are constituted sentence, with no time for good beBecause women
differently from men. generally work-- I havior."
So the women are going to fight for
inc most effectively under conditions
for the right to be
l,nllK0 ,nose untKr wn,tn men arp their rights
most enective.
men, too, women treated as human beings instead of
be- - as machines.
need independent organization
Of course, it will be a
cause they are engaged in indepeml - desperate fight, for the employer, as
ent trades trades in which men are soon as to is "rights" are infringed
not engaged at all.
upon will ask: "Can't I do as I like
The prime motive for banding to- - with my own business'
And the organized working women
gether is woman's imperative need of
the "say-soof the need- - of driving will answer:
a bargain with her employer.
"Not just exactly, Mr. Employer. BeAnd about those "short
wages." cause, you see, it's our business, too.
Six dolfars a week is the average. You have put in your money that's
There are 6,000,000 women workers your capital. AVe put in our strength
And
Mind you the $0 is and skill that's our capital.
in this- country.
the average wage. It's the few well we both put in a common factor our
paid workers that brings the average brains. And can't you see, Mr. EmMore than 3,000,000 ployer, that our brains demand some
up that high.
women workers in this, the richest "say-so- "
in this hnsiness in which
country in tlie world, receive less we are as- much employed as yen?"
ithan $G a week for their labor:
And the fi, 000,000 women workers
to
This $(i or less is not a fair wage. of the United States will stick
It is not an American wage. It is a their guns until they get a real acstarvation wage. And people aroi ceptance of their answer until they
in the conductcoining to realize that a girl cannot ore allowed a "say-so- "
clothe and- feed herself properly on ing of their own lines which they
such pay.
sell, but do not give away to their
So, for this reason, as well as for employers.
Time and
Report of committee,
Place: Time, just before the C. E.
convention, about July 1st, 1913. Place MITCHELL IS STILL
ally he was charged with misappropriSanta Fe, New Mexico.
ation of funds, tried and removed.
MEMBER OF UNION
Signed:
Today's vote was preceded hy a hitDR. B. E. HEDDING,
After Stormy Session His Case is ter fight during which one of Mit-- :
Chairman.
Passed Up to Butte Local by Fed- choll's opponents
Ishouted "1joX'
A. A. DAVIS,
eration Which Means He Will Not
bring Harry Orchard into the union
Secretary.
Be Blacklisted by Labor.
now."
to
The convention was scheduled
nON'T KILL THE TOAD.
Cripple Creek, Colo., July 26. The
From the Sprlngfieid Union.
deliberations
conclude
its
today.
Western Federation of Miners con
citv" Forester Gale came out as
vention today granted to the Butte
chamion of the toad recently in anLoca, Union No. s, the rif;nt to gette
WEBB GETS PROMOTION.
interesting dissertation, the main the case of Charles F. Mitchell for- point oi wnicn was mat me inci easins n.er
gecretary of the Butte union,
Denver, Colo., July 20. It is reportactivity of the cutworm in the gardens who wag expelled frora the organiza.
ed
here today that W. A. Webb, forto
measure
in
due
of the city is
large
tjon tnrge years ag0 Tms aPti0n
the departure of the frog's first cousin, practjcaiy asslires Mitchell the right merly assistant to A. D. Parker,
The city forester says that the nat- - to work as a member of the union.
of the Colorado and Southenemies of the cutworm, "tud,"j Mitchell's expulsion t'hree years ago ern railroad, has been made
"toadie," "toad" and "hop toad", havejcame after a bitter fight. The case
and general manager of the
apparently left Springfield for good. iar0se out of the attempt of Butte
He says that it would be a good idea Cal Xo. 83 to secede from the Western Missouri, Kansas and Texas, ;i part
Ten years
some of Federation and join the Montana of the Hawley system.
if garden lovers imported
Colothem; that it would pay to treat them union. This attempt was frustrated ago he began railroading on ihe
new officers were elected and in- - rado and Southern in Denver as a
kindly and to encourage their perma-an- i
nent settlement in the gardens. Where stalled, Mitchell, however, continued stenographer to receiver Frank
the sleepy eyed "hoppies" used to be to draw his salary as secretary.
in the city the forester says
now only a few of them can be found,
while the cutworm, free from inroads,
flourishes and waxes fat in increasing
numbers,
I
The city forester said that there are
several apparent reasons why th?
toads 'have been growing fewer and
fewer. One reason given is that many
persons, having a strong dislike for
the toad's personal appearance, have
made it uncomfortable for them to
It is often the case that people drift into wrong
stay around.
of food, although they should know better.
habits
Cats are also blamed for reducing
The
toad
slaughter
the
population.
When one gets into trouble of this sort it's a f :ne
j is apparently done in a sporting sense,
as the killer seldom samples the good
thing to know how to get out of it. The "food route"
qualities of its victim.
is the common sense way back to health and comfort.
It is said that the toad knows when
:o get the cutworm and does its hunting In the nighttime, when the worm
works on plants. A cutworm crawls
io a young stalk under cover of darkness and starts to sever it. The toad,
being able to see in the nighttime,
spots the work. One flip of a long
tongue and the worm is a goner. The
w
toad has a special liking for cutworms
and a big appetite.
Consequently it
takes many worms to Batisl'y it and
the garden is protected.
-

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.

'

$50.35

Denver,

$21.10
Salt Lake,
$40.00

$50.35

Colo. Springs,

Pueblo,

$18.15

$16.15
CALIFORNIA.

San Francisco,

Los Angeles,

San Francisco,

San Diego,

Oakland,

Oneway via Portland,

$46.90

$55.90

$73.35

On sale daily, to September 30th.
Return limit, Oct. 31st.

SPECIAL EXCURSION FARES.

l

"

St. Paul,

St. Louis,
$44.35

Chicago,

j

Los Angeles,
San

San Francisco,

$40.55
On

sale

San Francisco,

Oakland,

One way via Portland

$50.55

$67.50

Diep,

August 29, 30, 31, Sept. 2, 3, 5, 6. 1912.
Return limit, Oct. 31st, 1912.
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Liberal Stop Over Privileges.
LOW RATES

Visit the Grand Canyon of Arizona

TO MANY OTHER POINTS EAST

AND WEST.

Low Summer Tourist Rates from Colorado and Other
Points to Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Eastern

For further information call on or address,

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

SANTA FE, N. M

The Colonial

,

t

j
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The Popular Low Shoe of the Season for Women
who want a Smart Shoe is the

Right Food

Woks Wonders

Grape-Wut- s

Round Trip Fare From

A. D. Nelson, Denver.
V. L. La raff, Denver.
V. W. Jones, El Paso.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Curtis,

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

j

STATE SUNDA
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CAVALRY WINS
T

j
i
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A SHAM
9fi
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BATTLE.
A

TTlifi- -

night attack between the Red and
Blue armies at the Pole mounta'.,i
maneuvers will be the program for
tonight, the first of such maneuvers
The Red armv
to be held this year.
consisting of the Ninth Cavalry and
the Fourth Field Artillery, will attempt to surprise the Blue, consisting
of the Eleventh Infantry, using ariay
strategy assisted by telegraph, and
signals.
A sham battle yesterday resulted In
a victory for the attacking cavalry In
a daylight surprise.

made of wheat and barley, so perfectly cooked that
and contains the vital
partially
elements required for the daily rebuilding of
'
body and brain.

is
is

tissue-makin-

pre-digest-

Post urn Cereal

Co.,

Ltd., Battle Creek, Michigan.

COLONIAL"

The " Colonial " is a Summer Creation, and is

classy, dainty and handsome. We will take
the greatest pleasure in showing the Colonial
Footwear to every woman that will favor us
with a call.

There are Patent Colt and Dull Finish
Leathers. Then there are also Suedes
with Buckles of Gold and Silver, and
many beautiful designs.

g

and cream for breakfast
A dish of Grape-Nut- s
to
helps
mightily
put one in mental and
regularly,
condition
for
the
physical
day's work.

"There's a Reason"

44

Come and see the dainty Colonials, Madam !
If you do, you'll surely want a pair. Every
woman does !

lIlWLIEEIigll
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

WORLD'S MIGHTIEST TRANSIT SVSTEM UNDER CITY'S FEET.

SWELL RELATIONS JIRE

HORRIFIED cHT THIS RIXEY

Pittsburg

SO

34

Philadelphia
Cincinnati
St. Louis
Brooklyn
American

41
44
39

41

46

.4S9j

52
57

.429
.360

Lost

Pet.

23
64

64
29

.56

36

53

40

47
43

42
4S

.264
.688
.609
.570
.52$
.4S4

32

Leag'ie.
AVod

Boston
Boston
Washington
Philadelphia
Chicago
I Detroit

.5951
.300 j

lSP.;

Jf

)

"Ni

league sensation.
This chap, whose name sounds like
R class yell cut short by the police,
is a member of the Phillies and
"Smiling Charlie" Dcoin, for once in
liis
career, seems to have
grabbed a live one.
Eppa Rixey is on of the Rixeys of
Virginia, and can write P. F. V. without making Harry Lee turn over in
his grave.
The decision of Eppa to take up
baseball was not reached without
many family councils under tihe RixOne of
ey roof at Culpepper, Va.
Eppa's uncles is Surgeon General P.
M. Rixey, U. S. X., retired as rear ad-

"

"

FOR

MILLIONS
Displacing six feet four of atmos- Iihere, Eppa Rixey
new summer drink) is a national

Pt 1 fillip

UNDERGROUND

ROAD

jinx-ridde-

NEW YORK'S

Cleveland
New York
St. Louis

VAST AN

UNDERTAKING
CANAL, AND

48
58

.481
.318

PANAMA

62

.295

WAYS MORE BAFFLING.

Lost.

Pet.

45
27
26

IS

PLAN

AS

AS THE
IN

MANY

Western League.
Won.

miral, upon whose chest Alfonso 13
hung a medal for services rendered
the crew of the Santa Maria, follow- boy" at Glenwood Springs Monday-nighIn a letter I received from a
ing an' explosion. Another was the
late John Franklin Rixey, congress- prominent sporting man of Glenwood
the writer says that Carson made
man from the Old Dominion.
Eppa had to argue before his many admirers among the stockmen
father, an insurance man, gave his who were in attendance at their anconsent.
and that some
Despite the shock to con- nual convention,
servative F. F. V.'s young Rixey can- wealthy cattlemen are anxious to
-.
n
til
not understand how he is violating a uuui in Aiuuquerque,
is. M., next
month.
ball
the conventions by playing
His opponent was Tint nam.
He believes that if he makes good ed, but it is the intention of the pro.
he will have done as much toward moters to try and secure Jack
the proud name of one of rick, Howard Morrow or Jack Dillon
the oldest families of Virginia, as back Carson against any middle-havother Rixeys whose names are. weight in the country.
chiseled in the marble walls of the! Carson has been offered a date for
.to meet the local lad. Carson and
hall of fame.
He is a big, loose- - either of this trio would make an ex-Rixey is 21.
jcinted boy who pitched phenomenal I cellent match, and I feel confident
ball for the University of Virginia. that the local middleweight can hold
He has won three of the four games ha own with either of them
he' has pitched for Philadelphia and
NOTES OF THE GAME.
against the Cubs looked a world beater. He is one recruit pitcher who
It looks as if the winter league on
the Pacific coast will be about the
pitches with his head.
"I have taken up baseball because best of them all this season. Already
I believe I can pitch," explains Rix plans are under way to form the big"I intend to continue my school gest league that has ever been organey.
work until I take a degree either in ized on the coast and many applicaThen I will tions have come in.
chemistry or medicine.
W .K.
either decide to continue playing ball Merrill has received Manager
many
requests
or take up one of the other profes- from big league
players for positions
eions.
on the various nines.
"If I make good with Philadelphia.
I will continue to pitch. I know I
Swinging a towel for the pitcher
can't play ball all my life, and when
between
the innings is now all the
I
am
can
on
one
fall
back
I
through
They are trying it at the Forof the other professions.
I cannot fad.
see why ball playing should bring any bes field in Pittsburg and it has made
discredit to the family. It is as hon- a big hit with the fans.
I
orable as any other profession
About the most astonishing man in
could choose.
I think I did a good
baseball at this to'Tid season is Mr.
thing when I turned to baseball.''
Which seems to prove that this connie Mack.
Here it Is about the
oi me season ana the Phillies
scion ot an ancient line carries a
sible head on his shoulders.
Also it are not even second.
Two months
indicates pretty clearly that baseball; ago every player on the team was
has come to when it offers attractions counting his "bit" of the world's
to a youngster of the caliber of thi3 championship series, but Washington
and Boston have rather taken the idea
Virginia university boy.
out of their heads.

Omaha
St. Joseph
Sioux City

53
52
49
51
4S
46
42
33

Denver

t.

Des Moines

Wichita
Lincoln
Topeka

BIG SUBWAY FACTS.
.552
Estimated cost of complete
.549
subway system, $350,000,000.
.533
There will be 500 miles of it,
.531
on an island 12 miles by two.
.516
New York's sewer, water and
.484
gas systems must be recon- .447
.376 N structed.
started 1900.
First subway
Completed 1904. Built by John
B. McDonald, financed by August
X Belmont; 20.81 miles long.

4

43
43
45
45
49
52
58

TODAY'S REPORT

1

NATIONAL.
Chicago at New York, cloudy, 3:45
P to.
St. Louis at Boston, cloudy, 3:13 p.
m.
clear,
Pittsburg at Philadelphia,
3:15 p. m.
Cincinnati at Brooklyn, cloudy, 3.30
p. m.

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
AMERICAN.
X
No games scheduled.
X
X
ASSOCIATION.
X
Toledo at Columbus, cloudy, 3 p. nt. X

g

e

j

j

BURNS WILL

Dan Murphy will smash no more
the PnHlip, this season. The
and the team's heaviest
JL1KJL11
outfielder, has such a bad case
of water on the knee that he has been
San Francisco, Calif., July 26.
Frankie Burns and Jack White, the forced out of the game and the doctors hold out little hope that he will
Chicago lightweight who won a decithis season.
sion from Owen Moran last Saturday, be able to
"were signed yesterday for a 10 round
Earl Gardner, who was so!d to the
Burns
fight in Oakland August 7.
stayed sixteen rounds with Ad Wol-ga- Yanks by Hartford at the end of the
and his friends declare that re- 1908 season, has been sold by the
cently he has been boxing in his old New Yorkers to the Naps.
time form.
There Is a lot of talk in the east
that the New York Americans are to
(By Jockey Maynard.)
The
Tommy Burns gives out a statement bo thoroughly reconstructed.
the report says, is to be
that he intends to try and regain the clean-up- ,
heavy-weigtitle once more. I sup- thorough and a whole batch of repose his idea is to wait until Jack leases are said to be hanging and
Johnson retires and then claim the ready to drop. It's a cinch that there
toanjpionship, as this is about the on- is nothing that could be done that
would hurt the team so the surgeons
ly way he could annex it.
Burns was one of the luckiest flght- - may as well go ah sad and amputate.
'
ers that ever stepped through thej
ropes, and was wise along with his j And now they have Johnny Evers
luck. He made hay while the sun (and Joe Tinker up for passing the
was shining and he ought to be sat--! swear point at a -- scent game with
isfied. As far as fighting ability U Pittsburg.
President Lynch says
concerned he is all in and should stay that he is going to make a thorough
retired. It Is doubtful whether ho investigation.
could even make a fair showing with
some of the "hopes" who are before
Roger Bresnahan, scrappy manager
the public today.
oi the St. Louis Cardinals, who, acThe man to hold the championship cording to recent reports from the
in case Jack Johnson does retire must Mound City, again is negotiating with
te one who can defeat Joe Jeannette Mrs. Helen Robison I itton, owner of
r the club, to
and Sam Langford, let alone Al
get himse installed in
and the rest of the white heavy- the position of president of the club.
weights. As a starter to his coming If Bresnahan succeeds 'Vith his re- back campaign Tommy Burns vifl puted plan, he will be the first playertackle Bill RIcard (whoever he may manaeer-Dresiden- t
in the history of
bout at Saska- - organized baseball. Rumors from t.
he) in a fifteen-rountoon, Sask., on August 8.
j Loui8 a nunlber of
eeks ago had it
Burns says they are fighting for!that Roger intended to quit catching
11,000 a side and a $5,000 purse, butjand be a Dench
maneger, but he has
neglects- to say in what kind of
tne Ue t0 these canards and
ey. With ms injured knee and his pe-- i
v. .,,1 ho in
firh.
cuBar business methods, especially
whenever able, as the team needs
ing
in ring matters, it would be a good his services the worst way just now.
Idea for Burns to take on Charley
Miller, Luther McCarthy or Al Palzer
d
bout in some of the
in a
cities and show the
American
larger
fans Just how far he has gone back
before making a bid for the heavyNational League.
weight title.
,
Won
Lost Pet.
Jack Carson, the, local middle-welghmade a great impression with
21
.730
..65
the boxing fans who sa him defeat New York
33
.616
..53
Charley Pierson, the "fightink nes- - j Chicago ..
for
TIUTTT'hits
Yr 111 A AJ captain,

hit-jtin- g

Pal-ze-
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j
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Fourteen tunnels connect New
York with Long Island and New
Jersey. They cost $200,000,000,
and were built to save time. ,

WESTERN

IS

UNION

TOOK

COMPANY

COLLECTED

CHARGE

TELE-

MONEY HE
AND

THEN

STOLE THE BOOKS

Xa

Louisville at Indianapolis,
3:15 p. m.
"On July 4, the boy was dischargKansas City at Milwaukee, clear, v prtv
said Mr. Logan today.
"It
ed,"
X
3 p. m.
in
New
X
First practical subway
St. Paul at Minneapolis, no game,
York was built secretly by A E. X was then believed he was dishonest.
in X On July 20, the office was broken into
beneath
X Beach,
Broadway,
played May 28.
X through the rear door and the books
V 1S69.
men X and about ten dollars in money stolX
One hundred thousand
I came to investigate and cal- X will be employed on the new sub- - X en.
The boy
X led in the mounted police.
X ways.
was arrested this morning and was
NATIONAL.
R. H. E.
At Brooklyn
New York, July 2G. A great army identified by i merchant as the boy
.9 Ul 1
Brooklyn
workmen is preparing to dig away who had collected an account, given
of
.4 7 1
Cincinnati
the
dirt from beneatjh the thousands a receipt but had r.ver turned in the
Batteries: Ragon, Curtis and Mil- of skyscrapers that press down upon money to him. He then confessed
ler; Benton, Keefe, Davis and Clarke Manhattan island, in order to sink that he had stolen the books to prointo its bowels the greatest munici- - tect himself and bpJ hidden them in
game
At Boston.-- St.
gygtem eyer attemi)ted in the rear of Boyle's garden in some
pal
He showed the mounted
postponed on account of delay ot St. the worlrs history.
At the end of!ushes.
, .,,.
,.
tn Boston
five years of driving, unceasing labor, officer where he had hidden the books
I
the inhabitants of New York will be and we recovered them today.
R. H. E. able, as a result, to ride beneath the am now
At New York
checking up to see just how
New York
surface of the earth over 500 miles of much money he really secured.
We
4 7 Chicago
track in dark, winding tubes that cost will prosecute him."
and
Mathewson
Myers; tn rarvp out and pauin the sum of
Batteries:
The name of the youth was not
Wilson, Richie, Reulbach and Archer. $350,000,00u almost as much as we made public because of his mother.
have spent to build the Panama canR. H. E. al.
At Philadelphia
AMERICAN DIES IN AUSTRALIA.
4 10 1
full
No one can understand the
Phi'adelphia
Denver, Colo., July 26. William A.
1 6 0
Pittsburg
marvel of this undertaking unless the
former governor of WyomBatteries: Moor and
Killifer; topography affected is made famil- Richards,
ing, who died yesterday of heart disO'Toole, Adams, and Gibson, Simon. iar.
ease at Melbourne, Australia, was
One must understand that Manhat- born at Hazel Green, Wis., March 9,
tan island upon which New York 1849. He was educated in the public
rears its high-helhead, is just a school at Galena, 111., and as a young
low piece of ground, not much higher man came west.
He married Miss
that Alice Hunt of Oakland, Calif., Decemthan the level of the
washes it on every side and that it ber 28, 1874. From 1889 to 1893,
is but twelve miles long and two miles Richards was surveyor
exgeneral of
26.
The
X.
M., July
Demlng,
wide.
Wyoming. He served as governor of
tension of the postoffice building is Then one
starts to realize that the Wyoming from 1895 to 1S99. Subseabout completed. The outside of the
introduction of several hundred miles quently he became assistant commisbuilding along Spruce street will be of
underground trackage in this tiny sioner and commissioner of the genpebble dashed. Inside, the building is
means little Jess than the hol- eral land office and at the time of his
93 feet long and contains 2200 feet of space
out of the whole of New York's death was commissioner ,pf taxation
lowing
office
floor space. The postmaster's
foundation!
of Wyoming.
Governor
Richards
is 12x14 at the back of which is a
a land seekers'
Engineers, scores ot them, have had accompanied
Email stock room.
The customers'
over these new
plans party to Australia.
boxes are being extended toward the pored
for months, trying to evolve a scheme
rear of the building, leaving a space of
will care
PILE DRIVER RUNS AMUCK.
for carriers' windows, when the city for tubing thathuman traffic adequately
and which
the
city's
The registry
Needles, Cal., July 26. Grippal by
delivery is inaugurated.
will not, at the same time, endanger a fierce
window has been moved to the right
gale, swaying from side to
v..t 1.1
f
8'de as it sped w'th a lightning-likof the mail window and another monmade
of
are
or
that
up
forty'
thirty
ey order window has been put in to stories of
rapidity, a pile driver ran amuck ou
granite, steei and concrete. a
the left. The mail will be brought In
long trestle near the bank of the
solvAnd the "H" plan has, at last,
Colorado river, near this city yesterfrom the rear by an alley which is ed the
problem.
day, collided with a coal car, which it
being laid over with cement. Among
By this scheme continuous subway
the articles of new furniture in the linesi are to traverse each side
of whirled along In Its van, and before
f
cabinet the island far
its wild flight was checked dashed
postoffice Is a neat
away from the
for keeping all the papers connected coast line to enough
be safe from seepage Into a party of Indians, scattering
with the postal savings rienartment. from' rivers and
their bodies to the four winds.
Two
bays, and yet not
A new publication
entitled "The close
to the backbone of Man- of the Indians were killed and the
enough
New Mexico Odd Fellows" has Just
hattan to be directly under the larg- others fatally injured. Several whe
been issued from the Headlight press, est
men working near the track also were
buildings located in the section
with E. R. Vallandigham as editor. bounded
wreckave- severely hurt by the flying
Fifth
and
by
Broadway
The journal is what the name Implies, nue. This would not do, as there Is age.
a monthly publication devoted to the
The wind was accompanied
by
one tube running in this lointerests of the Odd. Fellows In New already
cation and more might weaken the re- heavy rains, Several buildings were
Mexico.
Roofs were
sistance of the earth, causing a ter- wrecked in Needles.
The Paul Jones Widowers' ball at
blown away, trees uprooted and the
rible
catastrophe.
the Harvey house last evening provsmelter here was badly damaged.
There will be a cross-towsubway big
ed to be one of the most enjoyable
centwo
at
these
the
lines
social events of the summer. It was connecting
ter and various extensions to outlying
given by thir following gentlemen:
new
Laughren, centers of traffic. Including the
Kelly, j Pollard,
Taylor,
Pennsylvania station on Seventh aveBusa, Moran, Jiontenyon and
nue.
WALL STREET.
New York, July 26. For a while toThe proof of the new Luna county
booklet has been received from the
day there was moderate resumption
of yesterday's late rise in stocks but
publishing company, and is in the
DISCHARGES
the advance was attended by such
hands of the publicity committee for
caution as to suggest professional
It is written by Edmund
approval.
RELIEVED IN
Hill issues,' leaders of
Mitchell, the well known novelist and
opposition.
HOURS
traveler, and is an excellent write-uyesterday's movement, were again
of the industrial advantages of this
Each Cap- strong, as also were Union Pacific,
VII 'i
sole bears MIDYj: Canadian Pacific, Reading and Amal
region. The new booklet will be Isthe nameaS"
sued In
covers and will
gamated and Utah Coppers, Amalgam-jate- d
Bemm of counterfeit!
be copiously illustrated with half
soon recovering its 1 per cent,
ALL DBUOOISTS
General Electric declined
tone
dividend.
x
Jfift lm
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Louis-Bosto-

i
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DEMING STILL

points from yesterday's best.fC.10; pigs $6.007.0O.
was active in the first hour
Market
Sheep
Receipts 1,000.
but fell away decisively before noon steady.
Muttons $3.504.40;
lambs
with price recessions. Bonds were $5.50 7.00; range wethers and yearsteady.
lings $3.255.00; range ewes $2.50
Dullness increased during midday 4.15.
when standard stocks moved within
CHICAGO
LIVESTOCK.
the narrowest limits.
Chicago, 111., July 26. Cattle ReVarious stocks besides the Hill Is- ceipts 15,000. Market steady. Beeves
sues made gains in the late afternoon, $5.759.75; Texas steers $4.907.00
these including Delaware and Hudson, western steers $5.808.75; stockers
Illinois Central, Lackawanna Steel, and feeders $4.00(56.85; cows and
Texas Company and Air Brake. Bis- heifers
$2.70S.0O; calves $6.50
cuit continued weak.
9.50.
The market closed irregular. TradMarkPt
Hogs
Receipts 5,000.
ing was more stagnant in the last strong; generally 10c higher. Light
hour with some further shading of
$7.758.30; mixed $7.508.25; heavy
prices and another decline in biscuit, $7.308.121-2- ;
$7.307.55;
rough
followed by partial recovery.
pigs $6.758.10; bulk of sales $7.80
8.15.
MONEY AND STOCK.
New York, July 26. Call money
Shee'p
Receipts 10,000. Market
;
silver steady. Native $3.15 5.00; western.
prime paper
60
Mexican dollars 48; copper $3.254.75;
$4.005.50;
yearlings
western
lambs, native $4.257.50;
1717.50; tin 44.25 44.75; lead 4.60
82
ex. div.; ?4.257.50.
4.75; Amalgamated
Great
sugar 1271-2- ; Atchison 108
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS.
Northern 140
New York Central
Chicago, 111., July 26. Wheat, July
116; Northern Pacific 1231-4- ;
Reading 96
Sept. 93
164
Southern Pacific 110; Union
Corn, July 71 Sept. 65
Facitic 169: Steel 701-4- ; pfd. 112b.
Oats, July 46
Sept. 331-4- .
NEW YORK COTTON.
Pork, Sept. 18.20.
New York, July 26. Cotton, spot,
Lard, Sept. 10.75.
closed very steady; middling uplands
13.00; middling gulf 13.25; sales 120
bales.
ST. LOUIS METAL.
St. Louis, Mo., July 26. Lead dull
I
4.60; spelter firm 7.207.23.
ST. LOUIS WOOL
k
St. Louis, Mo., July 26. Wool mar-Ve- t
steady; territory and western mediums 2024c; fine mediums 1820;
fine 13 17.
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK.
Kansas City, Mo., July 26. Cattle
Receipts 1,000 including 500 southerns. Market strong. Native steers
7

ARRESTED Trading

X
A youthful messenger at the WestX
One million people go in and X ern Union Telegraob, company was
X arrested by James McHughes, mem- out of New York daily.
The original subway cost $40,- - X ber of the mounted police today after
search that consumed several days
000,000; 12,000 men were em- and
ployed, putting In a total of near- - Xion a charge of embezzlement
XI burglary.
He will be arraigned to
ly 6,000.000 working days.
The subway was built with- - X morrow probably.
The boy was emout interfering with traffic, and X ployed as a messenger by the com- only two great accidents occurr-- X pany and James E. Logan, of Denver,
ed; a dynamite explosion partial- - X district superintendent, says the boy
ly wrecked the Murray Hill X collected bills and kept the money and
hotel; another killed seven men X later broke into the office and stole
clear, jx and did damage to the tune of X
the books to hide his guilt.
IX $1,000,000 to surrounding prop- - X

j

CfIJT

SUBWAY

41-2-

"Bring
Bottle of

Home a

'

F0IEYS

mm

$6.009.55; southern steers $46.50;
southern cows and heifers $3.25
5.50; native cows and heifers $3.25j
8 50; stockers and
feeders
$4.00
6.75; bulls $3.5O5.50; calves $4.50
8.25; western steers $5.508.50; west- -

j

said'

Willies
RtTT Cold''

ern cows $3.25 6.00.
Market
Hogs
Receipts 3,000.
10 to 15c higher. Bulk of sales $7.90
Coughs Cures Colds
Stops
Ontln No Opiate la Safe For CTiIldrn
8.05; heavy $7.757.90; packers and I
butchers $7.908.05; lights $7.95 j . or sale by all druggists.
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REGISTERED

IF YOU BUSINESS MEN
only realized the business-buildin- g
power of first-clastationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
ss

And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
100
efficient, you would specify

n

MARKETS.

Wet-mor-

URINARY

p

three-colore-

mm

24

litis

d

,

jjx

;

(Fac-Simi- le

Water-Mar-

The De Luxe Business Paper
because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality

character impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive.
Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
difference. Let us show you samples.
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, AGENTS.
Santa Fe, N. M.

FRIDAY, JULY 26, 1912.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

PERSONALS

UNITED STATES BANK S TRUST CO.

T. J. Scott is over from Las Vegas
today.
Mrs. M. X. Porter is here from Colorado for a visit.
A. D. Nelson and F. I,. Laroff are
Denver visitors here today.
W. H. Somuiers of Peoria, Illinois,
is a business visitor here today.
J. P. Madale of the Estancia valley
was among business visitors here today.
E. Peden of Estancia, is here for a
few days looking after business and

CAPITAL 850,000 00
Goes a General Banking

Business

Your Patronage Solicited
1.

President

B. LAUSHLIN,

H. F

STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Cashier

W. E. GRIFFIN

2
Established

1856

Incorporated

j

Clean Up Sale
OF OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

Summer
35, 40 and 50 cent

5c.

values for

in the very nobbiest patterns, all going
This is the time for the wise buyer to in-

SILK PARASOLS

J,

at '3 off.
vest, for investments they are.
SEE THE PRETTY PARASOLS
you an idea of the values.

It gives

in the window.

WE ARE RUNNING A BIG REDUCTION on all Summer
Lines, giving opportunities to save Big Money.

IS. COMPANY

u

Phone 36.

P. O. Box, 219.

in his machine.
FJllswortb Ingalls. an attorney in
the Indian service who lives at Atchison, Kansas, is in Santa Fe today on
a business trip.
A. B. McGaffey, general manager
of the Santa Barbara Tie and Pole
Company, and well known democrat,
ifl a business visitor here today.
Miss Gilbert, of Portland, Oregon,
arrived in the city yesterday, to spend
the summer with her sister, Mrs
Louis Lowitzki, on .Idhnson street.
F. W. Breidert of Joliet, Illinois, is
a business visitor in Santa Fe today.
John R. Gass of Albuquerque is in
Santa Fe for a few days on business.
Ira Grimshaw, well known young attorney, who has been at Ann Arbor
taking a post graduate law course,
has returned and will resume his
position with Catron and Catron law
firm.
Captain Clark M. Carr and family
came in yesterday in an auto from
Mr.1 Carr
their home at Albuquerque
who is in t!he sheep business reports
excellent range conditions and forecasts a prosperous year.

PROGRESSIVES

nitrliiiniiil

AT CARLSBAD
Carlsbad, X. M., July 2G. The com-- i
mercial club held f very important
meeting Tuesday, giving much time

INSURANCE
I

ill

SURETY

ESTATE

BONDS-R- EAL

Improved and Unimproved Business, Residence
and Ranch Property. Land Grants, Timber
Lands and Mining Property. We have every- Investments.
thing in the line of First-Class

f
I
i

o. c. watson & ca
Phone, Red 189.
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico-

119 San Francisco St.,

-

Great Bargains
MILLINERY

fall.

VILLAGE SMITHY
BURNED OUT
"Under the spreading chestnut tree
the village smithy stood."
That was
what "William Henry
Longfellow

wrote some years 9fO and it was true
except that in Santa Fe it was
tree and the village smithy
stood there until last night, when a
diversion was created by the burning down of the village smithy's shop.
The fire took place about midnight
and caused considerable
excitement,
a dance party even adjourning to attend the demise of the shop. The
fire department turned out in full regalia while the fire bell lolled 'oudly
its wild night alarum.
The firemen
made a spectacular run to the fire
arrivinc on the scene in due time.
an(j afjer a 0I1S imt energetic search
they located a fire plug and directed
a stream upon the angry flames. The
aforesaid angry flumes subsided, having by that time destroyed the shop
and contents which were valued by
C. Weidner, the owner, at $1400. Mr.
Weidner secured a building
permit
and will rebuild, the work to start
Santa F will then have
Monday.
one of the bert equipped and most
artisitc blacksmith shop in the southwest located on De Vargas street opposite the livery barn of Mr. Corrick
Cottonwood
tree, whicn however, was somewnai
scorched on the edges by the angry
flames.
P. S The fire department saved
the lot.

'

the balance

of

100 SUMMER SUITS in Light and Dark Colors, in sizes
3 J to 40. Bought to sell at $15.00 and $18,00.

this month

125 Palace Ave.

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

COLFAX FOR
ROOSEUELT

Next Door to Postoffice.

Raton, X. M., July 2(1. A mass convention of the national progressive
party of Colfax county, Xew Mexico,
met at the court house in the city ot
Raton, on Thursday, July 25th, at 2
o'clock p. m. Despite the inclement
weather and a torrential downpour
of rain tihere was a large and enthusiastic attendance. It was at once
manifest that the same spirit was
present at this meeting as there was
at the last
throughout the county
state election, when, against the express edict of the county bosses and
a lavish expenditure of money, the
blue ballot amendment to the constitution was carried in Colfax county
by a majority of more than 2S0 votes.
Jerry Leahy was made the chairman of the meeting,
and Arthur
Johnson was elected secretary.
The following delegates
and alter-- j
nates were thereupon elected:
II. V. Clark, O. A.
Delegates:
Young, Elmer E. Studley, C. A. 'U'hit-ed- ,
R. C. Alford, Jerry Leahy, Daniel
Sandoval and A. C. Price.
Alternates: J. K. Hunt, O. M. Harvey, V. M. Xorton, A. C. Straub, Jos-- j
eph Floyd, Samuel Rains, Frank Vi-- :
gil and Martin Vaught.
The following were thereupon elect-- '
ed as a county central committee with
authority to add thereto, the precinct
Elmer E.
chairman of each precinct:
Studley, chairman of the county central committee, W. L. Popejoy, James
E. Hunt, Daniel Sandoval and Dr. O.
A. Young.
Ringing progressive resolutions in-- ;
the progressive party princiand
pals, the initiative, referendum
recall, the direct, election of United
States, senators, the direct primary.;
and fbe federal income tax were there-- ;
upon adopted. At 4 o'clock p. m., the
meeting adjourned.
is for Theodore
Colfax county
Roosevelt.

r

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

Low Cut Shoes,
CHILDREN'S. MISSES', LADIES. BOYS' AND MEN'S

are on sale for one week only

regular price.
AM1IF

TAUPERT,
Dispensing Optician,
NEW MEXICO.

E. LAS VEGAS,

Accurate Work

-

Quick Returns

!

.

.

CORNS,

Now is the time

to place your orders for preserving. Now they are

a few days.

and INGROWING TOE NAILS

Treated Without Pain or Danger of Infection.
tments Made to Call at the House.
MONTEZUMA

SANTA

HOTEL,

at their

Appoin-

Lowest and Best

FE, N. M.

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

We can take care
of your business.
For Hire

HACK SERVICE

S

at Popular Prices Buggies and Saddle

CORRICK'S HACK LINE

:::
Pho

THEODORE

Biaek 9.

H.

Horses- -

CORRlCK.Prop'i
'

FURNITURE

R

CO.

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

ma
FIRE

FIRE

INSURANCE

u

FOR SALE
D

z
m

ment

20ACRE FRUIT RANCH
Tesque Valley, 600 bear- ng trees. A little develop

WILL DOUBLE VALLE WITHIN THREE YEARS' TIME.

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

u.

8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

Room

LIABILITY

HEALTH

ACCIDENT

SWEET PEAS
JAMES
Phone.

,.,,. o.

S.

HUE SCO,

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality,

C. McCONVERY,!
::::

W 204 .

4I5 Palace Avenue

SILVERWARE AND JEWELRY.

X

ft

Patterns in

Large assortment of the Best and Latest

STERLING SILVER.
Special and Staple Patterns of High Giade Table Silverware.
HAND DECORATED

CHINA,

WATCHES,

CLOCKS.

Gold and Silver Filigree Jewelry in all the Patterns.
JEWELS AND PRECIOUS STONES.
Reliable Jeweler

H. C. YONTZ,

San Francisco

Street

w--

STROBER and WELT
FOR SALE MER
RANCHES COM
BINED.

fenced.

PRAISES
PROGRESSIVES.
y 26. Colonel TheChicago, III.,
odore Roosevelt in a telegram to
Medill MoCormick today sent a message to the Illinois progressives in
which he congratulated them on the
outlook on the eve of their state convention. Col. Roosevelt delcaler that
the action of the Illinois progressives
was of prime importance at this time
as an example to the entire country.

Fire,

I

One-ha- lf

PONADH

C.ttv Prnnprtv and

Life, Accident,

Sixty acres-we- ll
under ditch. 600 fruit
Present owner must sell

trees, small fruits.
owing to poor health. Inquire of

INSURANCE

ROOSEVELT

I

nann

Tlvl

212 W
126-- 4

J

I

Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.

1

REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms,

Ranches, Orchards
Land Grants, Etc

X
BONFILS TO JAIL.
Denver, Colo., July 26. F. G.
Bonflls, part owner of a Denver
was found guilty of
newspaper-contempt of court this afternoon
k in
proceedings "growing out of
X suits for libel filed by William
G. Evans, and former Mayor Rob- - X
X ert W. Speer, and aggregating N
more than $1,000,000.
Bonflls
was sentenced to sixty days In S
S the county jail, and fined $5,000
f
in addition to
the costs
of the trial. The attorneys an- - X
nounced that they would waive

X

I

.
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The most accurate and best written history of the State, givin? the details of the struggles and danger of the early Spanish settlers up to the
present era. It is the history of facts concerning New Mexico, as Mr. Read
is in possession of the original documents that in themselves are priceless
treasures. Over eight hundred pages bound in large
readable type

Surety Bonds

CIA

ff

wpIU.UU

Of

SPECIAL PRICES TO EDUCATORS. INSTITUTIONS, ETC.

All Kinds.

Telephone 194

one-hal-

exceptions to the sentence.

AT TESUQLE, FORMER

1

J

,

FIRST-CLAS-

uu,

Antiseptic Slop Jars, $4.50

8

RED
OR
BLACK

Former Assistant and Successor to DR. H. L. POST.
BUNIONS

K

f!(l

uiii uuuuu
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1.

Where Prices are Lowest
Safe Quality.

A. K. SINGER, CHIROPODIST.
Here from ALBUQUREQUE for

the

lf

one-ha-

Scrim and Lace Curtains

dor-sin-

BRIEFS.

flRY

at

j

S.

SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO

RFI IRMfiM

iiuuki

y

1

Why Wait ?

Suit.

JULIUS H. GERDES

Mich., Jul 2C Thomas
Detroit,
Glinnan, president of the common
to the discussion of freight rates in- council, and E. R. Schreiter, secretary
of council committees and also secrenp the rate on hay with the Santa Fe
tary of the American League of Muni-- ;
for
railway officials and appointed
and
cipalities, were arrested today
the purpose the following committee:
are expected soon. It
arrests
ether
F. G. Tracy, T. E. Williams and Scott
!is said that Glinnan accepted $1,000
Etter.
and Schreiter received $500. Eleven
A new time card goes into effect
other aldermen also are alleged to
DAVIS TELLS HOW
of
Carlsbad rbing
Sundaly, south
have received money for the same
BROTHERS
M'NAMARA
away with the layover for the night at
CONFESS. purpose.
TO
AGREED
Carlsbad.
The train south leaves at
The alleged graft was in connection
6:25 p. m., and arrives from the south
the application of the YVabasili
with
ac 3:25 a. m., connecting with the re-- I J. J. McNamara Was Originally to Get o,i,.r,ori fnr tVio rOncinp- nf a street
Only Ten Years n.tead of Fifteen
wpnted tQ bH,ld a
gular passenger train to the north.
Years, But Arrest of Bert Franklm ;warehoHse
J. D. and L. E. Merchant and their
For Bribery
Changed
Charges
families are in from the ranch and
x,
Sg& Gir
Jny 2G There was
Plans
here today that
will spend a week in town, occupying
unconfirmed
an
report
Los Angeles, July 2C Lecomp- - Covernol. Wilson may eo to Indianap- their fine home in La Huerta.
Dr L F Diefendorf is home again te Davis, tormerly an attorney ior ojs in Augugt t0 attend the ceremony
from a long visit at his old home at the McNamara brokers resumed the of Governor Thomas R. Marshall's
.South D?ota. Though he stand in the bribery trial of Clareuco - tification of his nomination for the
3- Harrow today and on cross examvice presjdency.
enjoyed the trip, he is glad to get
Nation told of his connection
a!with, Indianapolis, Ind., July 2C Gov.
and
to
the
back
the Pecos valley
r. Marshall, democratic nom-haDr. Diefendorf the compromise pleas of guilty
falfa farm at Otis.
who returned
eighty acres of extra good alfalfa tered by the imprisoned dynamiters inee for vjce president,
Davis testified to his office yesterday after a week
and is leaving forty acres of it for j December 1, 1911.
lnat the final agreement by which at a lake in northern Indiana, today
seed this season.
Road Supervisor F. E. Little is hav- - James B. McNamara was to be sen- began work on his notification speech,
Denver, Colo., July 26 The funer-inwhile)
ing sand and grave' tauled for build, fenced to life imprisonment,
W hite
about fifteen concrete bridges in John J. McNamara was to be given a al of the late Bishop Henry
aiter- ... .
.
, ,
in tiip nonitpntinrv Warren will be next Monday
torm
voar
fiffoon
i,...
"
A BUVU
...
ilie wiisuau piujcti.
" waa nnt
o
n.....
ill be
1
u ctuvn.
v
IIOOU al
flpTT pn
linni
u..!i.u
flntinltp
ociwa
material is on the ground
Episcopal
of the day they entered their held at Trinity Methodist
will begin.
,.V.
cuu.m.
The. progressive movement finds P'eas or guilty.
The witness explained,
Minneapolis, Minn, jui, 26. Ban
however,
Ar- support even in Eddy county,
dits
today drove up in an automobile
November
to
that
Monday,
previous
rangements are being made to hoH
a local tire manufacturing
before
M.
before
Bert
Franklin,
27, the day
street,
a down town
.former McNamara
detective, w;fs company, a in
big plate glass window and
arrested for jury bribing, a tentative smashed
stole more than $1,000 worth of autoagreement by which J. J. was to be mobile
KAUNE
H.
tires.
been
ten
had
sentenced for
years
made.
SLUSH FUND.
R1DDER HANDLES
Davis said he knew of J. J.'s
Sea Girt, N. J., July 2fi. Herman
a
such
to
sentence,
accept
lingness
of New York, it wfls learned
for
but had not told Fredericks of it as Rulder, will continue
as treasurer of
today
he still hoped to prevent the former
committee
national
Democratic
the
of the Internasecretary
the presidential campaign.
tional Association
of Bridge and during
Structural Iron Workers from having
A Want Ad. in the New Mexican
to take any punishment.
sees more people in one day than you
Davis stated that while he had later
can see in a month. Try one.
been told plans for a compromise in
in
an
effort to
the McNamara case
affect more peaceful relations between capital and labor had been projected by Lincoln Steffens, the writer, as early as November 20, 1911, it
was not until two days later that he
learned of it

'

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

66-6-

from

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

s

MULLIGAN & RISING,

for One Week Only at $9.95 a

On Sale

MRS. W. L1NDHAR0T,

TELEGRAPHIC

Men's Suit
Sale

$9.95

IN- -

-

visiting friends.
Frank Getz, of Peoria, Illinois, a
salesman, is calling upon Santa F?,
.
.
. '.
mVTn
d. Lflst7 i m oaiiia re nom
Peyton,; Colorado, accompanied by
James Redmond.
the state.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Curtis of Green-- i
W. D. Scott is not .'etting any jimk.s
castle, Indiana, are among the tour
grow under his feet and is nlreriily
ists in Santa Fe today.
Julia A. Minford of Bridgeton, N. at work improving the farm he just
J., is a visitor in Santa Fe today en bought at Otis. He has a large force
o' men and teams at work nlowiii)?
route to the Pacific coast.
tie beJudge C. C. Catron left, today for under a bumper hy crop.
Las Vegas on legs' business and will lieves in fertilizing the land and i ill
return tonight or tomorrow.
apply about five hundred pounds of
M. L. Schutt, well known real es- phosphate in addition to the grte.i
tate and candy man of Albuquerque, manure now being turned under. The
is in Santa Fe today coming overland farm will be
to alfalfa this
.1-

1903

a county convention to select
two
delpgates to the s''itc convention in
Albuquerque, July 20.
Carload shipment of nencln'g is
moving with vim. Already eight ears
l.flve been shipped and the- work is
The picking and pack- fairly begun.
ing is being done by home people that
were trained last season.
Judge S. I. Roberts and wife are
leaving for a Tnonth's vacation in
California. Mrs. Roberts lias been in
poor health for some weeks ond 0:e
trip is made in the hope that to;
change will be beneficial.
Bujac & Brice are now located in
their new offices just north of the
.uasoiuc jempie. ine property was
at.nuired from Kreeroan an Camerri
th spring and has been much l.n
The firm now has as fine a
proved.
suite of offices as is to be found in
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THE HISTORY

U

LAIGHLIN BUILDING,

X
i

SANTA FE,- - - - NEW MEXICO

OF EDUCATION

IN NEW MEXICO

Important Part that Education Meant to the Settlement
pham- and irrowth of Our State. By Mr. Head, In a
4.
Je LCntS
let, something that should be In every home In the State. Price,

A Concise HI tory of the

paper-boun-

at the New Mexican office, or address the
author, BENJAMIN M. READ, Santa Fe.

Leave your orders

I
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SANTefl FE NEW MEXICAN
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Dally in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
VaKes Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial News. Goes to Every
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
c;i-geCirculation Than Any Other Spanish Paper In United States. $2.50
a Year.
BRONSON CUTTING
President
WIGHT GIDDINGS
Editor
WILLIAM F. BROGAN
Associate Editor
CHARLES M. STAUFFER
General Manager

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.

THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.
FIRST
tit

2.00 Weekly, six

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

up to the Childers' place. They found
the roads in good condition.
Mrs. N. B. Field of Albuquerque, is
expected up tomorrow to open (her
cottage for the summer.

There ia now excellent fishing and1
from all appearances our rainy
son has passed, and a large number
are planning to spend the month of
August on the Upper Pecos.
sea-M-

50

Weekly, per quarter
UNION

REMARKS

beat it? How did I do it,
know. You can search me.
how, it's sure going some,
None of :ems got anything
when it comes to grammar,
cinch."

FROM THE
SIDE LINE

THE PEOPLE CAN DO NOTHING
The Hon. Sec. devotes most of the last issue of the Hon. See's, paper
which is the. Indepondk-nte- ,
to the Hon. Sec. Of course, incidentally and
on the side, when the Hon. Sec. ii not the subject, the New Mexican gets
called names real harsh, rude names that are intended to be annihilating
and obliterating.
That is the only argument that men of the size and brain
equipment of the Hem. Sec. know how to use, and it is so ordinary and silly
and antique that it has not even the merit of being amusing, but allowance
must, of course be made for men wihose mental power is limited to thinking
up names to apply to a person whom they do not happen to like.
Speaking of his nomination to the position of United States marshal, the
Hon. Sec. says in his paper, "They can do nothing about it. The matter is in
Taft's hands." "They can do nothing about it." That is the standard cry of
the standpatters, and that is what has brouglht them to the straits where
they are today, but it has not usually been as plainly stated as has been
done by the Hon. Sec. They generally whisper it under their breath in the
secret council chamber, to each other, t is one of the funnyisms of the club.
But the Hon. Sec, having less diplomacy and political, or otiher sense, says
it right out loud.
It has been all too true. The people, under Taft, upon whom the Hon.
Sec. is depending in his extremity, "can do nothing." The time is fast coming, however, when the people wiM do something and it will be done to the
gang by which the Hon. Sec. is employed as a roustabout or a bouncer.
Of course, he never was counted in tine intellectual department of gang government. Speaking of the knocking down of Judge Long, a man of 75 years,
the Hon. Sec. says, "It. was only a trivial dispute." Then, according to the
Hon. Sec. murder would be but child's play, like
perhaps. The remark, however, only shows once more and still more clearly,
the absolute unfitness of the Taft candidate, for the position of U. S. marshal, when he looks upon an assault and battery against an elderly man,
by a man in his prime as a trivial dispute. It is an outrage on the people
of this state and nation. It is for obeying the behests of gang politicians in
just such cases as that of the Hon. Sec, that will defeat Taft for
and actually defeated him for
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No truth is more forcibly manifested in physical life than the old
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V saying "like begets like;" for just as the offspring' of healthy ancestry are
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X
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Thursday morning, a large party
composed of visitors to the Chautau-que- ,
under the care and instruction of
Prof. David Boyd, president of Xew
Mexico state university, Col. R. E.
Twitchell, Dr. Frank H. Roberts ana
Dr. T. W. Conway, made a trip over
to the ancient city of Quarai, so renowned in history for its ruins and
weird scenery. Much enthusiasm was
exhibited over their visit, and much
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THIS IS OUR REGULAR SEASON'S CLEARANCE

,?

TTHERE'S nothing particular sensational about our summer's
clearance; it's the regular thing with us; and there are
jj
two kinds of men who are likely to be interested in it. One
class is made up of men who wait for this time, when they can
A man who
buy GOOD CLOTHES for less than usual prices.
sets the limit of his clothes-pric- e
at, say $20, is usually willing to
pay $20 for a $30 suit, or get his usual $20 quality at $16.50.
Another class of men take advantage of such a clearance sale to
get an extra suit or two for future use. In either case we are glad
to sell them the clothes.

They're

HART 5GHAFFNER &

I

GOODS

We want to get-ouspace cleared for NEW FALL GOODS coming in. We are
willing to cut off our profits on the summer goods to accomplish that end. It's
a plain business proposition that ought to interest you wherever you are or
whatever clothes you have; it's a good thing for you and for us.
r

$35.00 Suits

for $30.00 $32.00 Suits for $27.50 $27.50 Suits for $22.50
1

1

Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes.
"'"

t .....

1

O

$25.00 Suits for $20.00

"

Copyright 1909 by Hart Schaffner & Mar

1

$22.50 Suits for $17.50

1

$20.00 Suits for $15.00

NATHMJ SALMON

